Ottober 2019

Daily
27 October
One moment, you’re packing your dance shoes and wondering which dress or shirt to take with you to
CaDansa and then, suddenly, it’s already the last day! Let’s make it a good one lovely people :) And…
see you next year at CaDansa from 22 - 25 October!

Want to help?
After the ball we have to bring this venue back to
it’s normal state…We heard it is not supposed to
be an Indian summer camping. So we have to
catch the fish in the pond and pump all the water
out. Do you want to help out? We will announce
to whom you can go to offer your help after the

Colourful cADANSA
We already received many beautiful colouring
plages. They are at the entrance behind the
window. You can still send them in today. In the
afternoon we will decide which one is the best.
This person will win an entrance ticket for next
year’s CaDansa!

Rumours
DJ Libertad was a bit worried in the Silent
Disco… his audience disappeared. Did the
disco otters dive under water? Gladly they
could be retrieved from the main stage.
Do you know this feeling of being at a
festival, but don’t really feeling like dancing?
It’s also fun to just socialise and enjoy the
atmosphere. Some visitors came up with a
word for that: ‘to chris’… Since Christine is
always at CaDansa but she almost never
dances.
Besides otters, we had some guinea pigs last
night at the open stage. Nubia was testing
some music for their new CD. The test was
really successful!
Pillow fights are from last year…
the volunteers invented the
sleeping bag fight in the volunteer
dorms.
The trolls couldn’t stop making
music, still playing at 2.00 am in
the hotel… They are well raised
trolls though… the asked the
staff permission first.
We had someone here for the
workshop at 10…Forgot about
winter time, at least he was on
time :)

The theme song
At the men’s toilet some people started
the balfolk theme song… The paper is
missing, but maybe you can finish it?
…
I wanna be the very best
Like no one ever was
To river dance
Is my real test

We want you!
On Thursday we announced that the
organising team is looking for someone
(living in the Netherlands) to help
organising CaDansa. Did you have time to
think about it? Don’t forget to e-mail to
info@cadansa.nl when you’re interested!

Otter rumours
You can already find some photo’s online. Find them at at www.cadansa.nl/cadansa-2019
Do you think the volunteers are a bit hyper active today? Maybe it’s because of the luxurious
(sugary) Sunday morning breakfast they had this morning…

Can you solve this puzzle?

